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I like it here and its ok for me I guess n im working on a singing career
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Dreams
 
Do we have certain ones?
Can we have happy dreams?
Do dreams have to be bad?
Where will our lives go without dreams?
FACE IT,
They're real and you know it.
Some are scary and some are bad,
Some are joyful;
Like night and day,
How do we have dreams?
Can we dream happy thoughts?
DREAMS ARE TRUE!
Or are they?
Dreams....
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Hope
 
Show hope to god.
show love and peace.
Show joy to the restless.
Be respectful to the poor.
Rejoice in the name of the lord.
For there is no one like it.
Hope is passion, passion is love.
Show hope to the people you adore.
HOPE.....
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Life
 
I wonder what life is really
              like.
Does it have more meanings
          then it's name.
To experience journey's and
     trips of adventure.
What's life really all about?
       Do we know?
          Should we know?
Life what is the meaning
       of it all.
How can we change what's
      happening now?
Life is for eternity.
The dangers we go threw
   for life it's not true
     but what we feel is.
Life is what helps us today.
         LIFE......
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Life Lessons
 
what's the point of life if you can't live it freely. we all struggle and go threw so
much pain and heartache. now we should stand and just think we can do fine if
we work together with our minds. just think someone you love, someone you
care about hurts you but its a mistake. life lessons are to learned and not to be
given up on. just think we can make it out in the real world.. try doing whatever
it takes out there to get ahead in life. spoken by a person who understands and
knows her or his facts...... life lesssons for more to come......
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Lovers
 
Lovers are happy,
They have a soul and a spirit,
They have respect for each for each other.
They are together forever,
Raising their children.
They create generations.
They give life to their children.
Lovers...
Are peaceful.
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On Choices
 
Change is the only absolute in the world, the only thing that you can depend on.
Nothing stays the same. Tomorrow will come, bringing with new beginnings and
sometimes unexpected endings. You can hold on to the past and get left to the
dust; or you can choose to jump on the ride of life and live a new adventure with
perseverance and an open mind
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